THE BLADE’S BLESSING

THE PEOPLE

Whether they came from Camelot or elsewhere in the land, one thing is sure: these are the everyday folk who haven’t sworn loyalty either to Arthur or
to Morgana. Some of them may believe there is promise in Arthur but remember his father too well to follow him just yet. Some believe Morgana
might offer a better option than another Pendragon, but don’t feel love for her. Some believe siding against the Fey is safer while others see value in
having them as allies.
Cat the Coward
The founder and sole member of The Coward’s Guild, Cat believes in survival first and foremost. No matter how brave they try to be, if things get too
dangerous they’ll always panic at the last minute. They’ll run, switch sides, and do whatever it takes to make it through the day…which isn’t easy when
you’re a peasant.
Pryor the Crier
Pryor is perhaps the most enthusiastic town crier that’s ever lived. They believe the key to being a good crier is to remain totally neutral and call it as
you see it. This unfortunately leads them to shouting out LITERALLY everything they see no matter how embarrassing, clandestine, or absolutely
inconsequential.
Bells the Hawker
Bells and their sibling Whistles live for the Art of the Deal. Where there are crowds, there’s an opportunity to make a sale and this whole Arthur versus
Morgana deal is going to draw an audience like no other. Bells is a fast-talking, wheeling-dealing kind of person and is the mouthpiece of their little
operation.
Whistles the Merchant
Whistles and their sibling Bells are traveling merchants extraordinaire and, if Whistles does say so themself, they could sell magic to Merlin. Bells is the
talker, but Whistles has all the merchandise. They fully and steadfastly believe that they absolutely have something you need and they’ll make sure to
sell it to you.
Urs the Bear
Urs has no allegiance but to the call of battle. They are dedicated wholly to becoming the greatest warrior in all the land and testing themself against the
finest fighters from across the realm. Bar brawls and pit matches no longer hold a spark for them and they long for the joy of a real challenge again.
Dario/Daria the Bard
A storyteller/musician/bard from abroad. They have followed along on the quest to retrieve Excalibur to get first rights on the new tale. They may or
may not fight anyone else they suspect of being a bard who will steal their thunder.
Christian the Cultist
Christian doesn't really believe there's much point to this whole Morgana versus Arthur kerfuffle, considering that ARRRGH! The Dark and Terrible
will rise to claim dominion over the land on the next full moon when larks sing at night, but with all these people around it's a great time to spread the
word! They're really quite pleasant for a cultist.
Captain Vimes
Uther's one-time Captain of the Guard, Vimes surrendered their post in disgust over the King's dark, monastic deeds. They've come to Hoggtowne as a
fighter to weigh the merits of either possible ruler...and behead a bad one if necessary. Born poor and raised poor, Vimes knows the heartbeat of the
streets.
Lady Sybil
The Spouse of Captain Vimes, Sybil is made of brass tacks and no-nonsense nobility. Raised in wealth, but ultimately very charitable and uncaring of
their own status, they followed their spouse to make sure they didn't come to harm (and maybe to beat some manners into anyone who dares lay a
finger on Vimes).

